Understand the science in your life
-- think like a historian

HSCI 1113-001: Science, Nature and Society - Historical Perspectives. This course is an introduction to the study of science, technology and medicine using historical tools, which include philosophical and cultural analysis. Focusing on the relationship between science, nature, and society, this class introduces some of the big questions about who are, who we have been, and who we might become. This semester we will look at (1) learning about evolution in Oklahoma (2) politics and science in mitigating climate change, (3) vacillations about vaccinations, and other topics. The class will use small group discussion in addition to lectures, and also introduce students to several modern research technologies.

Instructor: Prof. Peter Barker. MW 1:30-2:45, PhSc 402.

For more information see: http://faculty-staff.ou.edu/B/Peter.Barker-1/1113/